COALESCE: CTSA ONLINE ASSISTANCE FOR LEVERAGING THE SCIENCE OF COLLABORATIVE EFFORT

Bonnie Spring
Northwestern University
Online Learning Modules:
The Science of Team Science
A virtual team science gallery to be explored
Insights from 12 experts in 150+ video clips
With maps to guide you
COMING SOON!

1. Science of Team Science – July 2010
2. Team Science in Behavioral Research – Sept 2010
3. Team Science in Basic Biomedical Research – Feb 2011
4. Team Science in Clinical Medical Research – July 2011
Thanks!

Arlen Moller, Kat Silverstein, Megan Roehrig, Stephanie Russell, Jennifer Duncan, Molly Ferguson, Alyson Sularz, Andrew DeMott, Gene McFadden, Justina Deary, & Alex Pictor.
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Noggin Labs Members Christina Anderson & Tiesha Miller
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